Work with your Discovery Team to complete this worksheet.

1. In the Africa Gallery
   Find the video of the dancing camels.
   List the exhibit name:

2. In the Middle East Gallery
   See how many ‘uds you can find on display.
   List some of the exhibit names:

3. In the Asia Gallery
   Find musical instruments with animal figures on them.
   List some of the exhibit names:

4. In the Oceania Gallery
   Find some materials used to make musical instruments that might be found on an island or near water.
   List some of the materials:

5. In the Latin America Gallery
   Can you find drums that don’t have a membrane?
   List some of their names:

6. In the United States / Canada Gallery
   Find the musical instrument that you can play without touching it.
   How did this musical instrument get its name?

7. In the Europe Gallery
   Find as many keyboard instruments as you can.
   In your small group, discuss different ways in which keyboard instruments make music.

8. Europe Gallery bonus:
   Name the animal depicted on the Harry Potter violin:

9. In the Experience Gallery
   Play an instrument you’ve never seen or heard of before.
   What is it called?

Answers: 1. Niger; 2. Algeria, Morocco, Egypt, Iran, etc.; 3. South Korea, China: Northwest, Burma, etc.; 4. Grass, shells, bamboo, etc.; 5. steel pans, slit drums, etc.; 6. the theremin is named after its inventor, Léon Theremin; 7. Hammered strings, air-operated, electronic, etc. 8. a pig